Abstract-Test scheduling is an important problem in system-on-a-chip (SOC) test automation. Efficient test schedules minimize the overall system test application time, avoid test resource conflicts, and limit power dissipation during test mode. In this paper, we present an integrated approach to several test scheduling problems. We first present a method to determine optimal schedules for reasonably sized SOCs with precedence relationships, i.e., schedules that preserve desirable orderings among tests. We also present an efficient heuristic algorithm to schedule tests for large SOCs with precedence constraints in polynomial time. We describe a novel algorithm that uses preemption of tests to obtain efficient schedules for SOCs. Experimental results for an academic SOC and an industrial SOC show that efficient test schedules can be obtained in reasonable CPU time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Predesigned and preverified intellectual property (IP) cores are being increasingly used in complex system-on-a-chip (SOC) designs. However, testing these systems is difficult, and manufacturing test is widely recognized as a major bottleneck in SOC design [15] . A major challenge confronting the system integrator is test scheduling, which determines the order in which the various cores are tested. A combination of built-in self-test (BIST) and external testing must often be used to achieve high fault coverage [2] , [13] . An effective test scheduling approach must minimize testing time while addressing the following issues: 1) resource conflicts between cores arising from the use of shared TAMs and on-chip BIST engines; 2) precedence constraints among tests; and 3) power dissipation constraints.
Test scheduling for SOCs is especially challenging since even a simple SOC test scheduling problem is equivalent to the NP-complete m-processor open shop scheduling problem [2] . (We formally define this problem in Section II.) Most recent test scheduling techniques for SOCs use heuristics that address only certain aspects of the problem. These include selecting the best test for a core from a set of potential tests supplied by the core vendor [13] , approximate vertex cover of a resource-constrained test compatibility graph with a view to limit power consumption [5] , and reordering of tests to detect defects earlier during manufacturing test [9] . The use of test protocols [11] , tree-growing algorithms for power-constrained scheduling [12] , and integrated TAM design and test scheduling [10] proposed techniques that address certain aspects of the test scheduling problem. All of the above approaches are based on heuristics and do not guarantee optimal solutions. Moreover, they concentrate only on a few aspects of the problem and do not provide an integrated approach to address all facets of test scheduling. Optimal test scheduling was the focus of a recent paper, which presented scheduling techniques for cores that require a combination of external scan vectors and BIST [2] . However, in this work, each core could only be accessed by a single test bus and one BIST engine. Furthermore, all the external tests for the SOC were scheduled on a single test bus. Moreover, the problems of scheduling tests with precedence constraints, test preemption, and power minimization were not considered in [2] . Precedence constraints impose a partial order among the tests in a test suite. This can be motivated by several factors. For example, since BIST is likely to detect more defects than an external test targeted only at random-resistant faults, it may be desirable to apply BIST first to a core during manufacturing test. Similarly, it may be desirable to test and diagnose memories earlier so that they can be used later for system test. Since larger cores are more likely to have defects (due to their larger silicon area), it may also be more desirable to test them first. Furthermore, in practice tests are often reordered based on test results obtained from a small quality assurance sample. This information can be exploited to reorder tests such that potential low-yield modules in the final high-volume production batch are tested first. Embedding such precedence constraints in the test schedule can play an important role in increasing the overall efficiency of a test suite.
Preemptive test scheduling offers low testing time and significantly lower computational complexity than exact methods, at the expense of test application overhead. Preemptive tests can be halted for a period of time and then restarted, similar to the blocked multithreading approach used in multipipeline microprocessors. A major factor motivating the use of test preemption is that preemptive test schedules can be obtained in polynomial time, thus greatly reducing computation time, especially since the general (nonpreemptive) scheduling problem is NP-complete [2] .
SOCs in test mode can dissipate up to twice the amount of power they do in normal mode, since cores that do not normally operate in parallel may be tested concurrently to minimize testing time [12] . Powerconstrained test scheduling is therefore essential in order to limit the amount of concurrency during test application to ensure that the maximum power rating of the SOC is not exceeded. A realistic integrated approach to test scheduling for SOCs, therefore, mandates the inclusion of precedence, test preemption, and power constraints in the test schedule.
In this paper, we present a new integrated approach to SOC test scheduling. The proposed approach obtains optimal test schedules with precedence constraints for reasonably sized SOCs. For precedencebased scheduling of large SOCs, we develop an efficient algorithm that has a run time of O(n 2 ), where n is the number of tests in the test suite.
The proposed integrated scheduling approach also includes an algo- the sequential elements in a core. Our test preemption algorithm incorporates parameters that allow only a certain number of preemptions per test; excessive BIST and sequential circuit test preemptions are prevented. Finally, we present a new power-constrained scheduling technique that is a significant improvement over [2] . The proposed power constraints can be easily embedded in the scheduling framework in combination with the test precedence constraints, thus delivering an integrated approach to the SOC test scheduling problem.
As in [8] and [14] , we assume a TAM architecture based on multiple test buses. Details on test bus design and optimization are presented in [4] and [8] . Each core may be tested by several external test buses and/or BIST engines. However, the cores on each test bus or BIST engine are tested sequentially, and a given core can be accessed by only one test bus and/or BIST engine at a time. Furthermore, the external test for a given core cannot be applied at the same time as its BIST test. The test buses and BIST engines operate independently of each other. Thus each test bus and BIST engine is able to apply a test independently of the other test buses and BIST engines.
A. Example SOCs
We now introduce two example SOCs, d5018 and p93791, that will be used as running examples throughout this paper. SOC d5018 is an example SOC that consists of eight ISCAS benchmark cores. SOC p93791 is a large industrial SOC from Philips. This SOC consists of 32 embedded cores (14 logic cores and 18 memory cores embedded within logic cores). We assume that the memory cores are tested using BIST. The number, e.g., "5018" in each SOC name is a measure of its test complexity. This number is calculated using the formula presented in [8] . The letters "d" and "p" refer to Duke University and Philips, respectively. Table I presents a summary of the test data for the two SOCs.
II. PRECEDENCE-BASED SCHEDULING
Precedence constraints impose a partial order among the tests in a test suite. Here, we first present the formal definition for the m-processor open shop scheduling problem, as given in [6] , and then formulate the precedence-based SOC test scheduling problem that we have examined.
• P open shop [6] It was shown in [6] that P open shop is NP-complete for m 3. Based on the formal definition of open shop scheduling [6] , we next define a simple case of the SOC test scheduling problem as follows.
• P simple : Given a set of NC cores, a set of test resources consisting of multiple test buses and BIST engines, and a suite of tests such that each core requires one or more tests, is there a test schedule such that: 1) no two tests for the same core are applied concurrently; 2) there are no test resource conflicts; and 3) the schedule meets an overall deadline D?
Let the set of cores in P simple be denoted by I, such that jIj = NC. [6] . An algorithm to solve P open shop in polynomial time for m = 2 was presented in [7] . Based on this work, an algorithm to schedule tests for SOCs having a single test bus and a single BIST engine was developed in [2] . The complexity of this algorithm was shown to be O(r), where r is the number of cores.
However, most SOCs contain multiple test buses and BIST engines (including cores with dedicated BIST engines), and therefore the practical case of the scheduling problem remains intractable.
We now examine the problem of scheduling tests with precedence constraints. A general case of the precedence-based scheduling problem, in which any BIST or external test may be ordered before any other, can be stated as follows.
• P prec general : Given a set of NC cores, a set of test resources consisting of multiple test buses and BIST engines, and a suite of tests such that each core requires one or more tests, is there a test schedule such that: 1) no two tests for the same core are applied concurrently; 2) there are no test resource conflicts; 3) the schedule incorporates precedence constraints (
; and 4) the schedule meets an overall deadline D?
Special cases of P prec general include the cases where: 1) BIST for cores is applied first; 2) certain larger cores are tested first; and 3) cores purchased from external vendors are tested before cores designed in-house. It can be easily shown that P prec general with m test resources is equivalent to the m-processor open shop decision problem described in [7] , by restriction to special case. Thus P prec general is also NP-complete for m 3 [7] . We next develop a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model to solve P prec general exactly for SOCs of moderate size.
We now introduce the notation that we use to represent SOC tests and their start times in the remainder of this paper. Each test is represented by a symbol Tp, where p > 0 is a unique integer. We use tp to denote the start time of test T p . Now, let t 2i01 and t 2i denote the start times of the BIST test T 2i01 and external test T 2i , respectively, for core i, 1 i NC. Similarly, let l2i01 0 and l2i 0 denote the lengths of the BIST and external tests for core i, respectively. Note that this (t 2i01 ; t 2i ) notation assumes that each core has two or less tests. In case a core has more than two tests, this notation will need to be extended. For example, if each core has three or fewer tests, t 3i02 , t 3i01 , and t 3i denote the start times of the three tests for Core i.
Two tests Ti and Tj overlap if: ti < tj + lj and ti + li > tj. On the other hand, two tests T i and T j do not overlap if and only if either: 1) t i 0 t j 0 l j 0 or 2) t j 0 t i 0 l i 0. Two tests have a conflict if they cannot be applied at the same time. This can occur if: 1) they are applied by the same test resource or 2) they are tests for the same core.
We introduce a binary parameter x ij , 1 i; j 2N C , to represent conflicts between tests Ti and Tj as follows:
x ij = 1; if tests Ti and Tj are conflicting 0; otherwise.
We can now formulate a mathematical programming model to solve problem P prec general as follows.
Objective: Minimize T = max i2f1; 2; ...;2N g ft i + l i g subject to:
1) x ij (t i 0t j 0l j ) 0 or x ij (t j 0t i 0l j ) 0, where 1 i; j 2NC ;
2) t q t p + l p , for each precedence constraint (T p < T q ).
The above nonlinear cost function T for P prec general can be easily linearized by minimizing T and adding the constraints T t i + l i for 1 i 2N C . The or construct in the first constraint can be easily linearized as shown in [2] . We introduce 0-1 indicator variables ij1 and ij2 , 1 i; j 2N C , to the set of constraints. The optimization model is now restated as follows.
Objective: Minimize T subject to: 1) T t i + l i ; 1 i 2N C ; 2) x ij ij1 (t i 0 t j 0 l j ) + x ij ij2 (t j 0 t i 0 l i ) 0;
3) ij1 + ij2 = 1; Objective: Minimize T subject to: 1) T t i + l + i; 1 i 2N C ; 2) xij (sij1 0 sij2 0 ljij1) + xij (sij3 0 sij4 0 liij2) 0;
3) ij1 + ij2 = 1;
4) s ij1 0 M ij1 0; 5) 0ti + sij1 = 0; 6) t i 0 s ij1 + M ij1 M ; 7) t q t p + l p , where p; q represent the tests applied to the various cores.
We first solved the P simple scheduling problem for SOC d5018. Fig. 1(a) illustrates an optimal schedule for d5018. For simplicity, we assume a test architecture containing one test bus and four BIST engines. The correspondence of core tests to test resources was provided in the input file to the lpsolve linear programming tool [1] , which took 3 s to obtain this optimal schedule. Note that the test lengths in Fig. 1 are not drawn to scale. Next we used the MILP model to solve P prec general for d5018. For the purposes of illustration, we incorporated precedence constraints into the scheduling model, such that the BIST test for each core is applied before its external test. This is often the practice when memory cores must be tested and diagnosed using BIST before system test is run. The precedence constraints added to the P prec general model were as follows: {(T 1 < T 2 ), (T 3 < T 4 ), (T 5 < T 6 ), (T 7 < T 8 ), (T9 < T10), (T11 < T12), (T15 < T16)}. Here the external test for each Core i is represented by T 2i01 and its BIST test is represented by
The CPU time to solve P prec general with the above precedence constraints was only 90 s. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the optimal schedule for d5018 obtained from our model, with BIST for each core scheduled before its external test. Compared to P simple , there is an increase in testing time of 256 clock cycles due to the time required to apply the BIST test of Core 4. This happens because the external tests may only begin after at least one BIST test completes. Thus the external test for Core 1 can no longer begin at time zero, as was the case in Fig. 1(a) .
As stated earlier, the P prec general scheduling problem for three or more processors (test resources) is NP-complete. Therefore, while MILP may provide exact solutions for reasonably sized SOCs, the computation time grows exponentially with the number of cores and test resources. We next present a heuristic algorithm Precede to solve P prec general in polynomial time.
A pseudocode description of the Precede algorithm is provided in Fig. 2 . The set of test resources including external test buses and BIST engines is TR, such that m = jTRj. T is the set of tests to be scheduled. The test for Core i on test resource j is represented by Tij . The algorithm begins by sorting the tests on each test resource in increasing order of length. Next, the test resources are considered in a cyclical manner, beginning with the first test resource. The algorithm searches for the first test that can be scheduled, such that no precedence constraints are violated and there are no test resource conflicts. If such a test can be found, it is scheduled, else the next test resource is considered. The loop repeats until all the tests have been scheduled. The complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2 ), since to schedule each of the n tests, O(n) precedence checks with the remaining tests are required. We used Precede to perform test scheduling with precedence constraints for SOC p93791. Again, for the purpose of illustration, we incorporated precedence constraints such that the BIST test for the embedded memories lying within each logic core are tested before the external test for the logic core is applied. The resulting test schedule (obtained in less than a second of CPU time) is presented in Fig. 3 . The total testing time is 520688 clock cycles. To obtain the schedule presented in Fig. 3 , we assumed a test architecture consisting of five external test buses of width 12 bits each and two BIST engines. From  Fig. 3 , it is evident that test bus 3 (for Cores 6, 12, and 19) is the bottleneck test bus. In order to measure the increase in testing time due to precedence constraints, we next redesigned the test architecture to consist of six external test buses and two BIST engines. We reassigned the cores to the test buses, such that no one test bus is the bottleneck. Next, we varied the total test bus width of the external test buses and performed test scheduling, both with and without precedence constraints.
The testing time of Core i on a test bus of width wj was calculated according to the formula presented in [8] . The values of total testing time obtained for several values of total external test bus width W are presented in Table II . The increase in testing time due to precedence constraints is on average 20%. The difference between testing times with and without precedence constraints increases as W is increased.
With wider test buses, the tests are shorter and more closely packed; thus any constraint on ordering has a greater effect on testing time.
III. PREEMPTIVE SCHEDULING
While the m-processor nonpreemptive open shop scheduling problem is known to be NP-complete for m 3, optimal preemptive schedules for the open shop problem can be obtained in polynomial time for m 3 [7] . This can significantly reduce the computation time for scheduling over exact methods such as MILP. Furthermore, preemptive schedules can obtain lower testing times than heristic methods for nonpreemptive scheduling, since tests are preempted to avoid resource conflicts that can cause idle times on test buses. In Making external tests preemptive does not significantly increase the ATE's control complexity since the test suite to be stored is the same as before, except that the subsequences of test patterns are reordered in ATE memory. In addition, the short initializing sequence applied to the scheduling controller to switch a core between test and isolation modes will need to be reapplied. In a scan-based test, however, preemption after a scan operation will lead to a scan-out that cannot be overlapped with the next scan-in. Hence, testing time will increase by the time of one scan operation. Furthermore, to preempt a BIST test, the current LFSR state and intermediate MISR signature must be saved. Moreover, the states of internal flip-flops in sequential cores will need to be saved, if sequential core tests are preempted. Therefore, it is desirable to limit the number of BIST and sequential core test preemptions.
We present a polynomial-time preemptive scheduling method for SOCs, based in part on a preemptive open shop algorithm described in [7] . In this method, tests may be preempted by the algorithm in the search for the optimal test time. The algorithm accepts user-defined values for parameters that are to control the maximum number of preemptions allowed for each test. These parameters are also used to prevent preemption of BIST and sequential core tests during scheduling. Thus tests are preempted only when they result in a decrease in testing time at the cost of a small increase in hardware overhead.
In the proposed Preempt algorithm, we use a matrix representation of the SOC test schedule. The pseudocode for this algorithm is presented in Fig. 4 . Each element m ij in the matrix M is a 2-tuple containing: 1) the test length lij and 2) a limit max pij on the maximum number of preemptions allowed for each test Tij. The value of lij initially equals the time taken to test Core ibytestresourcej.AsetP of elements is selected to determine the first set of tests to be scheduled at time zero. Elements in the same row of M represent tests that have resource conflicts with each other, as do elements in the same column of M; therefore, two tests represented by elements in the same row or column of M are not scheduled together. The elements in P are decreased by the value of the smallest element in P. The next set of elements is selected and the process continues until all elements reduce to zero, i.e., all the tests are scheduled. A change in members of P between iterations represents a preemption. If preemptions are allowed, the max p ij number associated with the preempted test is decremented by 1 each time a preemption occurs. Once the variable max p ij goes to zero, i.e., the maximum number of preemptions have been reached, test T ij must remain in set P in each consecutive iteration until it completes. Furthermore, each time a scan-based test is preempted, the test length l ij is incremented by the number of cycles required for one scan operation sij. we compare the testing time for d5018 obtained using the nonpreemptive scheduling algorithm Shortest-task-first [2] with the testing time obtained using Preempt. We compare our preemptive scheduling algorithm with Shortest-task-first because Shortest-task-first also has a complexity of O(n 3 ). While the testing time obtained using Shortesttask-first for d5018 is 7851 cycles, the testing time using Preempt is 6857 clock cycles with three preemptions. This represents a savings of 12.7% in testing time over nonpreemptive scheduling. Next, we conducted experiments on preemptive test scheduling for the industrial SOC p93791. For the purpose of illustration, we assumed that Core 6, Core 20, and Core 27 (the cores with the longest test sets) are sequential cores; therefore, their tests were not preempted. Further, no tests for memory cores were preempted. We obtained preemptive schedules for p93791 for several values of total external test bus width, as was done in Section II. The results on testing time using Preempt are compared with the testing times obtained using Shortest-task-first in Table III . The Preempt algorithm outperforms the Shortest-task-first algorithm for all values of W . Furthermore, savings in testing time using preemption increase from 4.3% for W = 12 to 13.28% for W = 60, thereby demonstrating the scalability of the proposed technique.
Both precedence-based and preemptive scheduling seek to minimize the overall testing time for the SOC. Power dissipation is not considered in these scheduling methods. However, power constraints are important because they limit test concurrency to ensure that the power rating of the SOC is not exceeded. In Section IV, we present a new method to model the concurrency between tests in a schedule and show how our model can be used to obtain test schedules that do not exceed the maximum power rating of the SOC.
IV. POWER-CONSTRAINED SCHEDULING
We first present a new method to model concurrency between tests for the cores. The constraints on test concurrency developed here can be easily embedded in the MILP model formulated in Section II. The enhanced MILP model can then be used to obtain test schedules that limit the amount of power dissipated during test for the P simple and P precedence scheduling problems.
We model test concurrency for power-constrained test scheduling as follows. Let P i denote the power dissipated when test T i alone is applied to the SOC. We define P i to be the peak power dissipated over all test patterns in Ti , since this is the most realistic measure of power dissipation for the purpose of power-constrained test scheduling [5] . Let overlap parameter o ij (i < j) be defined as follows:
o ij = 1; if tests T i and T j overlap 0; otherwise. Let t i and t j be the start times of tests T i and T j , respectively. The condition for overlap was stated in Section II as follows: Two tests T i and Tj overlap (oij = 1), if ti + li > tj and tj + lj > ti . To embed power constraints in our scheduling algorithm, we add the following two constraints to the MILP model described in Section II, in the form of the following constraints:
These two constraints imply that if parameter oij equals zero, i.e., tests T i and T j must not be allowed to overlap, then either: 1) T i is begun after T j completes or 2) T j is begun after T i completes.
Let the maximum power dissipation allowed during testing be Pmax . In practice, this value will be lower than the maximum power rating of the SOC by a safety margin. For two tests T i and T j , the constraint on test concurrency to limit power dissipation can be expressed as: o ij (P i + P j ) P max , where T i and T j are scheduled on different test resources. This can be extended to any number of tests by noting that a set of tests scheduled on different test resources are concurrent, if they are pairwise overlapping. Therefore, to ensure that four different tests executing on different test resources do not overlap, we will require six constraints in the worst case, i.e., if all six combinations exceed the power consumption limit. However, fewer constraints will be required if only a few combinations of tests exceed P max . For the case of SOC d5018 having additional test resources, we added (linearized) constraints for only those groups of tests, for which the sum of the power dissipated exceeded Pmax . A hypothetical power dissipation amount Pi for each test Ti for SOC d5018 was calculated based on Table IV . P max was chosen to be 950 mW.
The power-constrained test schedule obtained for d5018 is shown in Fig. 7 . The CPU time taken by lpsolve to obtain this schedule was 15 s.
Note that this schedule is not provably optimal under power constraints; lpsolve exited prematurely due to numerical instability after 15 s. Even though Cores 2 and 7 do not share a BIST engine, their BIST tests cannot be applied concurrently because of the 950-mW limit imposed on power dissipation. Similarly, the tests for Cores 3 and 7, and Cores 5 and 7 cannot be applied in parallel. The testing time for d5018, under power constraints, is 7985 clock cycles, which represents an increase of 16.9% over the optimal P simple schedule. The 950-mW power constraint, when added to the P precedence test scheduling model resulted in a testing time of 8723 clock cycles, an increase of 23.5% compared to the P precedence case without power constraints.
Power constraints can also be added to the Precede and Preempt algorithms. For Precede, all the tests are first sorted in increasing order of test length (line 2 in Fig. 2 ). They are then scheduled on their respective resources in sorted order as soon as there is an available time at which the power dissipated by the currently scheduled tests does not exceed P max . To add power constraints to Preempt, a check is added to line 9 in Fig. 4 to ensure that the power dissipated by the tests in set P does not exceed P max .
We incorporated precedence and power constraints in the Preempt algorithm to obtain a preemptive test schedule for d5018 with a maximum power dissipation of P max = 950 mW and the following precedence constraints among individual tests: (T 1 < T 2 ), (T 4 < T 8 ), (T5 < T6), (T9 < T10), (T16 < T11). The schedule is shown in Fig. 8 .
The total testing time is 7996 clock cycles. The testing time for the non-preemptive power-constrained schedule without precedence constraints obtained earlier is 7985 clock cycles-see Fig. 7 . Thus, the potential savings in testing time using preemption have been offset by the increase in testing time due to the added precedence constraints in this schedule.
